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Greater Israel meets Greater Serbia 
Making matters worse, certain parties, both inside and 

outside Yugoslavia, are putting forward extremely provoca
tive proposals for mass transfers of population between Ser
bia and Croatia, as a "solution" to the crisis. On July 25, the 
Jerusalem Post (owned by the Hollinger Corp. on whose 
board of directors sits Henry Kissinger) published a commen
tary on Yugoslavia by Shlomo Tadmor, former director gen
eral of the Jewish Agency. Tadmor wrote: "If the crisis is 
over three-quarters of a million Serbs living in a would-be 
independent Croatia, the solution is obviously transfer. . . . 
It is not such an unthinkable thing to transfer 750,000 Serbs, 
or to incorporate the area in Croatia where they live into 
Serbia, in exchange for compensating land from Serbia." 

Tadmor stressed: "Some thorny problems have been 
solved this way. A million Greeks were transferred from 
Turkey to Greece in 1921 .  Millions of Muslims and Hindus 
were transferred across the new borders when India and Paki
stan became independent in 1947. The only solution in Al
giers was the transfer of 1 million Pieds Noirs to France. This 
sensible solution was also suggested by the Peel Commission 
in 1937, recommending not only partition, but also transfer 
as the solution to the evidently irreconciliable co-existence 
of Arabs and Jews in Palestine." 
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In fact, the partition of India and Pakistan, created and 
overseen by Britain's Lord Mountbaiten, resulted in the deaths 
of millions of Hindus and Muslims. Equally amazing is the 
citation of the precedent of the 1937 !British Peel Commission. 
Although mass transfers dido't occur In Palestine along the lines 
of the 1937 British proposal, Tadmor's characterization of the 
idea as "sensible" aligns him with the Israeli influentials who 
see mass transfers as a "final solution" for the Palestinian prob
lem, and as a means to achieve a "Qreater Israel." Otherwise, 
Tadmor's pro-Serbian article wouldlsuggest a potential emer
gence of a Greater Israel-Greater Serbia axis in the Balkans
Mediterranean-Near East region. 

Sources familiar with the Ballans stress that Serbian
Zionist ties have important historical and ideological roots 
and are being reinforced today. Ond obvious point of conver
gence is animosity to German dipl()macy in the Balkans re
gion. In Serbia, propaganda against a new "Fourth Reich," 
including repeated comparisons of German Chancellor Hel
mut Kohl to Adolf Hitler, is reachi� fever pitch. In a similar 
vein, Tadmor's article lambasts Croatian President Franjo 
Tudjman as a pro-Nazi anti-Semite. 

The mess is made worse by the idiocy of European Com
mission diplomacy, under the direction of the Netherlands, 
current president of the EC, with backing from Britain and 
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